In the previous research, two periods were distinguished in the history of the intellectual connections between the Low Countries and Hungary in the early modern age. The first period, terminating at the beginning of the 17th century, was characterized with the impact of Renaissance Humanism, while in the second one, lasting from the 1620s to the end of the century, Cartesian philosophy and Puritan theology were mentioned among the effects reaching Hungary. This paper deals with the traces of the intellectual and literary history of Hungary and Transylvania that can be connected to the extensive philological scholarship practiced at the universities of the Netherlands. The Hungarian crowd of students invading the university of Leiden from the end of the 1610s -the university which was in the contemporary frontline of philological reflection and was also exceptional in the field of philological practice -faced the consequences of philological conceptions, especially of those permeated from Latin Humanism into the field of theology either gaining validity there or provoking intense discussion. This way, the effect of the Dutch Humanism did not decrease in this second period but -on the contrary -it just reached the zenith of its expansion and significance, being synthesized in a broader education programme.
ophy and Puritan theology among the ones reaching Hungary. He noted that researchers' attention was mostly concentrated on this period due to the that time mass university peregrination of students from Hungary and Transylvania, and to its extraordinary significance from the aspect of the intellectual history. 1 Not many more examined the determinative role of the universities of the Low Countries in 17th-century Hungarian intellectual history with such exemplary richness in data and context as did Imre Bán in his monograph on János Apácai Csere published in 1958. 2 The sharp intellectual profile of the Puritan thinker influenced by both Cartesian and Ramist effects could only be drawn by considering those impacts and tendencies that affected him during his university studies in the Low Countries. What we can learn from Bán's book on the mid-17th-century intellectual map of the universities in Franeker, Leiden, Utrecht, and Harderwijk, is still a summary of the history of ideas having an orientating significance for Hungarian researchers. Only Dávid Csorba could recently draft a similarly wide panorama on those dynamically developing systems of philosophy, theology, pietism, philosophy of history, and political theory that determined the extremely multilateral intellectual life of the Low Countries. 3 In the meantime, huge steps were taken in identifying the data and relations of university studies too; we do have hold of the so far most complete and creditable database of students from Hungary and Transylvania who studied at the universities of the Low Countries. 4 Ferenc Postma and his colleagues did intense researches and published summaries on those printed dissertations of the universities of the Netherlands the respondent or sometimes even the author of which was a Hungarian or Transylvanian young man, significantly increasing the item numbers of the Hungarian retrospective bibliography. 5 At the department of Netherlandistics in Debrecen, Réka Bozzay started to examine the institutional history of frequenting universities abroad, including the education-historical relations of the administration and the economics-historical relations of the travels, revealing and exploiting documents in the archives of both Hungary and the Netherlands. 6 Furthermore, Péter Eredics masterfully managed to prove Andor Tarnai's nearly twenty-year-old suspicion too, 7 showing in various case studies that in the literary works and literary thinking of students returning from the Low Countries not only foreign Latin university culture has an orientating and articulation marking significance, but also the texts of the mother-tongue and pietistic culture of the nation that hosts the students and makes home for the universities. 8 Nevertheless, the other characteristic observed by Klaniczay is still alive: significantly less research targeted the period before young Hungarian theologians' streaming into the Netherlands; there is still little improvement in revealing the relations of the time in which the phenomena can be grouped around the 16th-century watchword of Renaissance Humanism and not around those later ones of Calvinist theology. Klaniczay himself tried to contribute to the connections history of this less examined period by calling the attention to Miklós Oláh's stay in the Low Countries and to his humanist relationships, and by discussing in detail the impact made by two humanists from the Low Countries on two Renaissance poets in Hungary: Janus Secundus' (1511-36) reception by Bálint Balassi and the partly ideological, partly stylistic -called mannerist by Klaniczay -effect of Justus Lipsius' (1547-1606) works made mainly on János Rimay and the circle of neo-Stoically thinking writers and thinkers in Rimay's environment. As for Lipsius, naturally his personal acquaintance to János Zsámboky (Sambucus) was also mentioned, and it was again Zsámboky whose connection with Hadrianus Junius (1511-75) was covered by Péter Eredics, several decades after Klaniczay's initiative study. 9 Among those from the Low Countries who were less widely known but still had an impact in Hungary, Klaniczay mentioned Janus Dousa Sr.'s (1545-1604) humanist poetry, 10 and he called the attention to Janus Gruterus (1560-1627) as well, but I suppose it is obvious that Gruterus' Hungarian connections and the history of his reception must be related first of all to the university of Heidelberg.
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Since then, basically only István Bitskey managed to add a larger number of new observations and conclusions to the facts recorded by Klaniczay. In an initiative study, he reviewed those humanists from the Low Countries who had been to 16th-century Hungary. 12 Their protagonist is naturally Nicasius Ellebodius Casletanus (1535?-77), willingly examined by Klaniczay earlier, 13 however in Bitskey's muster many more excellent men appear, several of whom -due to the nature of the phenomenon -have been to Hungary or Transylvania with missionary purposes as members of the Jesuit order. Naturally, there is also an ever-growing amount of literature on the measurement of the extent and nature of the effects that can be connected to Lipsius' name.
14 However, as the prevailment of his political theoretical and literary views is linked at least as much to the Catholic university in Leuven as to the Calvinist one in Leiden -and on top of that a little bit to the Lutheran one in Jena too -and as the thematizing effect of his problem raising is a Pan-European phenomenon, that is an orientating factor generally prevailing in intellectuals' discourse at the turn of the century, the confrontation with his works and thoughts can not be squeezed into the field of discussion of Dutch-Hungarian intellectual connections either in an effect-historical sense or in a connection-historical one. My own contribution to the completion of the history of Lipsius' reception in Hungary was calling the attention to the great extent to which Lipsius' German interpretations could influence the weekdays of studia humanitatis where -going straight against the authentic Lipsian aspirations -there could develop even its inclusion into the circle of Ramism and also its application that was in a unique syncretism with Ramism -offering a reception model even to Hungarian Puritanism. 15 And as for Lipsius' philological activity -more precisely his Tacitus-edition dedicated partly to Zsámboky because of their professional relationship in Vienna 16 -, I recently claimed 17 that it was not made on the basis of the best manuscripts although those would have been available as well; and it only reaches the average classical philological standard of its age in documenting and exceeding the textual conditions of the used manuscripts and earlier editions: one can not decide when he presents someone else's conjecture, when his own and when the reading of a manuscript. 18 It was so to say unavoidable for Lipsius' Tacitus-textology to become outworn in a philological sense right after the closure of his oeuvre. Naturally, these statements do not bring about a change regarding the fact that, from an aspect of the intellectual history, we still have to consider the Lipsian effect reaching Hungary at the turn of the 16th and 17th century to be of essential importance. 19 At the same time, they call the attention to the point that those Hungarian Protestant intellectuals who, within the frameworks of religious orthodoxy, were alienating from Lipsius for confessional reasons -thinkers among whom there is for example Albert Szenci Molnár 20 -did have room to move off from Lipsius not only in an ideological but also in a philological sense in the first third of the 17th century.
It seems that in the opening of the philological perspective following Lipsius, we have to attach a uniquely important role to the university of Leiden, the workshop that earlier, between 1578 and 1591 -before his returning to the Catholic church -used to have Lipsius himself as its leading philologist. 21 It is another matter what philological perspectives could exactly open by the philological thinking of Leiden.
22 Lipsius' successor in the professor of history's chair, Paulus Merula (1558-1607) as a philologist interpreted Ennius, Eutropius, and Paulus Diaconus. 23 In his works, the modern history of universities and scholarship seizes and demonstrates such intellectual crisis phenomena that it considers partly expendable to the educational activity of Lipsius himself. The thesis statement that in Lipsius and Merula's time teaching Latin had a historical character in Leiden, 24 does not simply sound innocent but it even has an acoustics of acknowledgement: it is obviously about a sign of epistemological stability and a kind of professionalisation that is corresponding to the needs and nature of philological discipline. However, the rise of Humanism to a higher scientific level inevitably goes hand in hand with the decline of its social function, that is professionalisation and marginalisation are parallel phenomena. 25 For the marginalisation of the humanist philological project, simply professionalisation would provide a sufficient reason, but at the turn of the 16th and 17th century we can also see that the norms of humanist philological scholarship and the practical needs of the modern state move in two different, sharply receding directions, and there is hardly any connection between the humanist traditions of education and the need for professionals in the well-organised and properly governed state. 26 In a methodological sense, the discrepancy can be described as a conflict of the pedagogical use of the commentary and the compendium. 27 In the social history of the success of Ramist practicality in Central Europe, basically an alternative solution offered to the same dilemma or conflict is recognised by the new trend of research that has lifted the evaluation of Ramism out of the former, decades-old (medial) paradigm as late as in the beginning of the 2000s and that is quite widely accepted today. 28 Because Ramism is standing in the middle of this historical knowledge-sociological conflict, it sharply divides researchers even today, and sometimes it presents itself as the developer of a new, viable variety of humanist erudition, while at other times as the eliminator of the erudite world, and the rearer of an uneducated, technicist professional intelligentsia. 29 The philologist Lipsius can by no means be suspected of giving a practical answer to this social and education-sociological challenge, what is more, with his famous statement claiming that no-one can be a great person who thinks that Ramus is a great person, he provided the decades-long resistance of conservative Humanism with the basic pattern of locking oneself up in elitism. 30 The institute of Leiden for a long time stayed more or less on the track he had determined, that is in the model of the humanist elite university, but William Ames's chair, the university of Franeker became the centre of Ramism in the Low Countries from the 1620s. 31 More than any other universities, young men from Hungary from that time on crowded the university of Franeker, where the number of Hungarian enrolments registered between the beginning of the 17th and the end of the 18th century is nearly the double of the number in Leiden, 32 which means that the practicality of the Franekerians was fully confirmed by the number of students. If the two kinds of role interpretation are in such a strong confrontation, then Tibor Klaniczay is completely right in saying that in the 1620s a paradigm shift was happening in the relationship of Hungary and the Low Countries -in the field of the ideology after Dordrecht, confessional mass education fitting the immediate needs of Calvinism is taking over, with a science-theoretical regularity, from the period of Renaissance Humanism.
However, I do not mean to describe the situation with this exaggerated confrontation but rather create a horizon of questioning. That is, I am asking whether this was really the way it happened? Is the turn indicated by Klaniczay so unambiguously palpable?
The consequences relating to the faculty of humanities in Leiden seem to be undoubted, even already in Lipsius' decade as a teacher, thus these are basically synchronic with the existence of the university of Leiden: the minimal co-ordination between literary and philological education as the propaedeutic subjects of the faculty and the disciplines of professional specialization had an explicitly harmful impact on the humanist education of the future generation of theologians, lawyers and doctors, who wanted to complete the minimum level of philological studies in a few months so that they could be absorbed in their later profession and the studies providing them with a specialized knowledge as soon as possible. 33 Lipsius himself could escape from the effect of these devastating processes because partly his Stoic moral philosophy and partly his thinking of political theory ensured him publicity and acknowledgement so his courses did not become deserted and low-grade. His successor, Merula was already deprived of the opportunities and premises of a similar culture-theoretical prevailment, thus we can not avoid naming the negative aspects of the crisis when talking about his activities as a professor: the autotelism of teaching Latin with a historical interest went hand in hand with students' disinterest and the neglect and hollowing of rhetorical and poetic studies. This tradition had a few followers at later times too at the university of Leiden (I am mentioning Johannes Meursius [1579-1639] and Petrus Cunaeus [1586-1638]) but it can not be called exclusive even at the end of the 16th century. 34 In addition, the assembly of teachers, who represent the philological alternative, is very exceptional, and by the time we can talk about its mature version, that is the end of the 1610s, the students from Hungary arrive at the university as well.
The protagonist of the blood refreshment was Josephus Justus Scaliger (1540-1609) picked to be Lipsius' successor. 35 As he had not accepted the first invitation, the history professor's place in Leiden was filled with Merula, however they did not give up convincing Scaliger, and since they offered very advantageous conditions to him -as a decus academiae he did not need to give public lectures at all -the famous Huguenot scholar finally moved to Leiden in 1593. Scaliger's views regarding the direct, practical use of studying Antique texts were quite different to Lipsius' ones: while adapting the information gained from readings to everyday life was a central element in Lipsius' political-theoretical conception (what is more, choosing the texts with prevailing commensurability and relevance), 36 Scaliger denied this and confuted Lipsius' views who "neque est Politicus, nec potest quicquam in Politia: nihil possunt pedantes in illis rebus; nec ego nec alius doctus possemus scribere in Politicis". 37 Scaliger at the same timesurely for the respect he had for his father's poetics if for nothing else -overcame the non-productive collecting passion of the lexicological and antiquarian interest; he was a poet himself, a passionate researcher of Hellenistic poetry and of Persius, Juvenal, Ausonius, 38 thus he realised the ambition of consummating the philological experiences in a literary production. 39 All these facts testify the renewing of humanist Latin poetry of the Low Countries, which certainly has its importance in Hungary as well. János Rimay for example -as László Jankovits recently managed to virtuously prove it -was under the influence of Scaliger both when he took into consideration Scaliger's philological statements regarding Appendix Vergiliana and when he was planning a commentary on one of Scaliger's own poems. 40 However, what is said so far is not yet suitable to refute the above detailed idea about theological students' quite widely observable disinterest in the new kinds of humanist aspirations. To shed light on this issue, we need further considerations.
First of all, we need to lay down that the above statement on the huge superiority of Hungarian enrolments in Franeker is not true for the first fifty years following 1620: at this time the number of Hungarian students is not the double of that in Leiden, it only exceeds that with one third. Nevertheless, it is more important that the majority of Hungarian enrolments is not registered at the faculties of humanities but -corresponding to the disciplinary and age related characteristics of university peregrination in all times -at the theological ones. Besides the 822 Hungarian students frequenting the theological faculties of the universities of the Low Countries, we only know about 63 enrolments made at the humanist faculties of the same universities in the five decades following 1620. 41 Based on the previous considerations, we could of course say that the students just rushing through philological studies could surely be issued with that devastating certificate which at all times goes to students hardly submerged in humanist education. But this is not really the way things are.
The fact that the examination of the texts of classical Antiquity with the tools of humanist philology is after all transformed into being of theological significance at the turn of the century in the Low Countries, can be clearly seen from the activities of Scaliger himself, above all from his chronologist activity that provided enough debate-provoking material for the confessional polemics extending to the whole 17th century. 42 But it is worth dealing with those students of Scaliger whose oeuvre and fate were developing before the careful eyes of Hungarian students studying in the Low Countries. I mention two of them now: Daniel Heinsius (1580-1655), a professor of poetry and later of Greek in Leiden, the librarian of the university after Merula's death, and his contemporary, Hugo Grotius (1583-1645) who is better known to us. Their career could not be any more differing; following the start their intellectual profile also developed very distinctly. After the synod of Dordrecht, Heinsius stayed on the orthodox side, 43 while the remonstrant Grotius was imprisoned and after his release he could never set his foot on the ground of Leiden again. And the difference was demonstrated in their textological conception and philological practice too. In his remarks attached to the New Testament on the basis of Syrian texts, the fathers of the church, and the Septuaginta Heinsius emphasized as part of his principles that we must insist on the textus receptus which can only be amended in case of text corruption and based on differing text tradition, the text can not be changed incautiously, unwatchfully (temere) or ex ingenio that is on a conjectural basis. Grotius built his own philological views -which were also elaborated in the genre of annotationson much more radical grounds: he thought it possible that at certain places the original had not been kept by correct text variations and in such cases there is room for conjecture, furthermore the doctrine of inspiration was only related to the texts of the prophets and Christ, the rest was historical material in which the questions with less relevance might not even have had a generally expectable interpretation. All this was a slam dunk of course: when for the literal interpretation he was aspiring after a more systematic historical explanation, and doing this he loosened the typological connections as well, then according to his enemies he was judaizing, and when emphasizing the role of tradition he documented something referring to Antique and Patristic authors, then he was naturally accused of being papist. 44 It is fairly visible from the differing philological conceptions of the two Scaliger-students in Leiden that the practice of philology not only gives room to the habitual layers of personality but it is also strongly connected to ideological orientation, it can partly reflect that and partly generate that too. 45 And what can be drawn as a generally valid conclusion from the above: the principles, approaches, methodological processes of the philology of classical Antiquity arefollowing Dordrecht the latest -surely not only insider secular issues for the members of a narrow humanist elite any more -some of whom could not even properly name their own religion as it was pretty well-known of the religiously indifferent Greek professor of Leiden, Bonaventura Vulcanius (1538-1614) 46 -but they convert into the operations of the exegesis of the Bible requiring Latin, Greek, and Hebrew philological expertise and they turn into being the professionalism of Biblical philology. Imre Bán supposed that János Apácai Csere, who was interested in the philology of Eastern languages, was probably even a student of Heinsius in 1648 in Leiden, 47 and furthermore it is a fact that in 1650 in Utrecht when he was just disputing in the topic of philologia sacra then the chairman of the dispute and author of the theses, Gisbertus Voetius (1589-1676) referred to both Heinsius' and Grotius' exegetic work. 48 We meet at every step the philological relations of theological studies anyway around our students in the Low Countries. Johannes Leusden (1624-99) from Utrecht -with whom Apácai Csere was disputing in writing about the question of pronouncing God's name -offered to Mihály Apafi, the Prince of Transylvania a Hebrew philological compendium redacted at his students' request, 49 and another one to Mihály Teleki, the chancellor. 50 In 1661, Jakob Alting (1618-76) from Groningen sent two Hungarian students to Amsterdam, who were emerging with him in Hebrew language, in order to get a Jewish catechism for him. 51 And István Técsi Joó, who was studying in Franeker and Leiden, published his methodological summary on the correct interpretation of texts -arranged in sixty points and with an origin not closely knownin Hungary in a brochure of disputes from Várad (today Oradea in Romania) in 1647. 52 Needless to say that my intention with the above is primarily the indication of a task -of one which is related not so much to the professors but rather to their Hungarian audience. I simply find it unimaginable that the Hungarian crowd of students invading the university of Leiden from the end of the 1610s -the university which was in the contemporary frontline of philological reflection and was also exceptional in the field of philological practice -did not take notice of the happenings going on before their eyes, often amid spectacular or fierce formalities. It is impossible that they could avoid facing the consequences of philological conceptions, especially because -as we have seen -those intruded to the field of theology as well either gaining validity there or provoking intense discussion. I suppose that systematically examining the oeuvre of our peregrines in Leiden, we will be able to collect the spectacular signs of taking philological and in some cases philological-theoretical positions. Let me only mention now that the first Hungarian translators of Erasmus', Lipsius', and Grotius' works have come from their group, namely György Salánki 53 (1597-1641) and János Laskai 54 (1605?-after 1657?); and the high quality of the Biblical philology of Rövid anatómia (Short Anatomy, 1630) by Péter Dengelegi Bíró (1597-1648), who was disputing with György Káldi, the translator of the Catholic Bible, has already very rightly aroused researchers' attention. 55 But we can go further than that. In September 1625, the state of Holland issued an order on the regulation of the education system of Latin schools, 56 which was actually not accepted by the other states of the Low Countries, in addition the implementation of its provisions was hindered in Holland itself because of its demanding content, however no similar measures regarding public education were published until 1815. 57 The idealistic and ambitious programme was elaborated by professors of Leiden, 58 from whom we have to mention Cunaeus, Heinsius, and Gerardus Joannes Vossius (1577-1649) from the aspect of the subjects of studia humanitatis. 59 In the course of regulating the subject materials of the six-grade education, Vossius' rhetorical summaries of various length were just as much specified as Scaliger or Heinsius' translations of Aphthonius and Theon. The educational specifications naturally created a great conjuncture in the market of school books in the Low Countries; the publishers of Leiden and Amsterdam contested for the publication of mandatory school books. These provisions explain for example the repeating publications of Vossius' rhetoric school books in the Low Countries.
The exigent school book programme of the state of the Low Countries had a very significant impact in Hungary and Transylvania. In 1651 in Gyulafehérvár (today Alba Iulia in Romania), a collection of Cicero's letters was published in Latin claiming on its front page that it was published "primum in usum scholarum Hollandiae et West Frisiae" 60 just like the collection of Cicero's orations published a year later at the same place. 61 Both text collections were the takeovers of two editions published in 1626 in Leiden. In 1685 in Lõcse (today Levoca in Slovakia), Terence was published "ex recensione Heinsiana". 62 Both of the Hungarian editions, compiled on the basis of Joachim Fortius Ringelberg's (1499-1536) De ratione studii that is Comenius' print in Latin published in 1652 in Sárospatak and János Apácai Csere's version from Gyulafehérvár that was transformed into a conversation in Hungarian (1654), are based on the same source of Leiden published in 1622: the text of Scaliger's student, Thomas Erpenius (1584-1624) who was a professor of Arabic and Eastern languages from 1613 and second professor of Hebrew from 1619. 63 Both the Latin editions of the Heidelberg Catechism amended with didactic supplementary material, published in Várad in 1652 and in Szeben (today Sibiu in Romania) in 1666 are the results of this school book programme, and this version was the basis of the Hungarian-language editions of 1650 in Amsterdam and of 1652 in Várad, the latter ones being the basics and samples for most Hungarian editions of the Catechism until 1870. 64 The Holland provision meant the Sulpitius Severus-Johannes Sleidanus edition, issued in Kolozsvár (today Cluj Napoca in Romania) in 1701 at Miklós Tótfalusi Kis's, 65 to be used for teaching history. The same printing-house produced the Transylvanian adaptation of Vossius' rhetoric school book in 1696. 66 It is hard to overestimate the importance of the long list of these school book editions. Following the meetings with the philologists of Leiden, there were born not only the Hungarian university students' high-standard works that express high-level individual aspirations and should be listed one by one, but the same humanists of Leiden with their school books made an essential and long-lasting impact on both Hungary's rhetorical and historical education in Latin and its theological education in vernacular language. And as from these books not only those were received in Hungary which represented a Calvinist conception of religion and historical philosophy, but also those which were destined to form the basic Latin qualifications and competence of studia humanitatis, we think it is absolutely necessary to somewhat weaken the divider line between the two eras set to approximately 1620 by earlier researches. It is necessary to warn that in the decades when Calvinist theological peregrination in the Netherlands became multitudinous, the Hungarian effect of the Humanism in the Low Countries did not decrease but -on the contrary -it just reached the zenith of its expansion and significance as a substance of erudition being synthesized in a broader education programme. In practice, this could mean the use of the first of them in the public courses, while that of the more practical other in the private courses. See Ibid., 328-9. 
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Meter The Literary Theories…, op. cit., 17. Registration numbers clearly show the process. In the first two and a half decades of the existence of the Leiden university, 53% of students enrolled in the courses of the faculty of humanities while between 1650 and 1674 this was only 35% while the number of students frequenting the faculty of law increased slightly and the number of students at the faculty of medicine rose steeply. Most doctoral degrees were assigned to students of law (above 50% all the time in the first hundred years) and of medicine (around 40%) while doctors of philosophy stood at 3%. See more: Otterspeer, 'The University of…' op. cit., 331.
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